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Ahead of the biodiversity and
sustainable development summit
in South Africa this summer, one
thing scientists could do to
improve input into policy issues is
provide an effective modelling of
ecosystems on a global sale. A
UN report just published suggests
human pressure on ecosystems is
running at an unprecedented
scale. And a key journal has tried
to do just that with a special issue
on studies on the large-scale
modelling of ecosystems. In the
latest issue of Phil Trans Roy Soc
B. vol 357, ecosystems are under
scrutiny. It’s clear they are
complex adaptive systems. As
such, they display a number of
recognisable, large-scale features
that result from their dynamics
being far from equilibrium. One of
the encouraging features for
modellers has been that
ecosystems are characterised by
integrated structures displaying
strong regularities, suggestive of
universal principles of
organisation. “In this sense,
although history clearly plays a
crucial role in shaping
ecosystems through time, some
fundamental regularities are
evident and have been so since
the emergence of the first trophic
chains during the Cambrian
explosion,” the introduction says.
This explains, in part, the success
of many theoretical
approximations: in spite of the
extraordinary diversity of life and
the range of ecological
interactions that occur at so many
different scales, simple models
are often able to capture key
ingredients that are observed for
large-scale features of
ecosystems. Such an explanation
of macroscopic regularities is well
known in statistical physics,
where it has been shown that
complex dynamics emerge from
the interactions among the units.
Although biological systems
have properties that are entirely
foreign to physics, researchers
recognise in their patterns and
processes the first principles of
complex systems. Researchers
increasingly believe that these
properties can be understood
and quantified from first
principles and explore the laws
that control community
organisation and predict how
communities can react and
become modified in response to
external changes.
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Global issues: Researchers are looking at how effective global approaches to the mathematical modelling of ecosystem studies can
be in the light of increasing political interest in such possibilities given international conventions on the requirement to conserve a
wide range of biological species. (Photo: Science Photo Library.)
It’s clear that one thing that would boost scientific input to the issue of
biodiversity would be evidence that researchers can model effectively
the large-scale behaviour of ecosystems. A new issue of a prestigious
journal aims to explore just that. Nigel Williams reports.
